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You can help by adding to it. Japan was defeated and Japanese military power dismantled but the PRC
continued to view Japan as a potential threat because of the presence of United States Forces Japan in the
region. On the other hand, some Japanese fear that the economic and military power of the PRC has been
increasing cf. The Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the United States and Japan signed in
also heightened the discouragement of diplomatic relations between the two countries. In Japan pushed
dissension between the two countries even further by concluding a peace treaty with the ROC Republic of
China, or Taiwan and establishing diplomatic relations with the Taiwanese authorities. Like most Western
nations at the time, Japan had recognized Taipei as the sole legitimate Chinese government. Initially, neither
country allowed its political differences to stand in the way of broadening unofficial contacts, and in the mids
they exchanged an increasing number of cultural, labor, and business delegations. The agreements were
essential in bringing together a more amalgamated environment. In , however, the PRC suspended its trade
with Japanâ€”apparently convinced that trade concessions were ineffective in achieving political goals.
Thereafter, in a plan for improving political relations, the PRC requested that the Japanese government not be
hostile toward it, not obstruct any effort to restore normal relations between itself and Japan, and not join in
any conspiracy to create two Chinas. The PRC was left with few options, one of which was to have a more
official relationship with Japan. Subsequent protest from the ROC caused Japan to shelve further
deferred-payment plant exports. The PRC reacted to this change by downgrading its Japan trade and
intensified propaganda attacks against Japan as a "running dog" Chinese: Behind the United States of
America, China and Japan takes the second and the third position respectively of the largest economies in the
world. This is a huge exchange meaning that the trade ties between these two nations are one of the largest
trading partnerships around the world. Economic studies reveal that the economic relationship between China
and Japan started a long time ago when China started to import industrial goods to build its manufacturing
infrastructure Fuhrmann, Some of the goods that were imported include; machinery, equipment, steel mills,
and the transportation infrastructure such as bridges, railways, roads and airports. Reports reveal that China
major imports these goods from Japan and Germany. As the turmoil subsided, however, the Japanese
governmentâ€” already under pressure both from the pro-Beijing factions in the LDP and from opposition
elementsâ€” sought to adopt a more forward posture. Tanaka assumed a normalization of the Sino-Japanese
relations. Furthermore, the Nixon visit to China encouraged the normalization process. His visit to Beijing
culminated in the signing a joint statement on September 29, It established diplomatic relations between
Japan and the PRC. China renounced its demand for war reparation from Japan. The Japanese agreed on the
political status of Taiwan. Subsequently, the bilateral economic relationships grew rapidly: The two
Governments confirm that, in conformity with the foregoing principles and the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations, Japan and China shall in their mutual relations settle all disputes by peaceful means and shall
refrain from the use or threat of force. The normalization of relations between Japan and China is not directed
against any third country. Neither of the two countries should seek hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region and
each is opposed to efforts by any other country or group of countries to establish such hegemony. The PRC
insisted the anti- hegemony clause, which was directed at the Soviet Union , be included in the treaty. Japan
objected the clause and did not wish to get involved in the Sino-Soviet split. However, the death of Mao
Zedong in brought economic reform to the PRC, which led to the expected Japanese investment in the Chinese
economy. This long-term plan, which gave rise to inflated expectations, proved overly ambitious and was
drastically cut back the following year as the PRC was forced to reorder its development priorities and scale
down its commitments. However, the signing of the agreement reflected the wish on both sides to improve
relations. In April , a dispute over the territoriality of the Senkaku Islands or Diaoyu Islands , a cluster of
barren islets north of Taiwan and south of the Ryukyu Islands flared up and threatened to disrupt the
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developing momentum toward resuming peace treaty talks. Restraint on both sides led to a resolution.
Sino-Japanese relations made considerable progress in the s. They included the increased deployment in East
Asia of Soviet armaments, the growth of the Soviet Pacific fleet, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the
potential threat it posed to Persian Gulf oil supply routes, and an increased Soviet military presence in
Vietnam. In response, Japan and the PRC adopted notable complementary foreign policies, designed to isolate
the Soviet Union and its allies politically and to promote regional stability. Japan provided substantial
economic assistance to Thailand to help with resettling Indochinese refugees. In Southwest Asia, both nations
backed the condemnation of the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan; they refused to recognize the
Soviet-backed Kabul regime, and sought through diplomatic and economic means to bolster Pakistan. Japan
encountered a number of episodes of friction with the PRC during the rest of the s. In , a serious political
controversy was aroused over a revision of Japanese history textbooks dealing with the war between China
and Japan during cf. Japanese history textbook controversies. See also China Internet information centre:
Beijing felt isolation and concerning anew about possible revival of Japanese militarism. By the mid, Beijing
had decided coincidentally with its decision to improve relations with the Reagan administration of the United
States to solidify ties with Japan. Nakasone and other Japanese leaders tried to relieve above concerns during
visits to Beijing and in other talks with Chinese officials. The two countries also concluded a bilateral
investment treaty in after seven years of tough negotiation, where China finally agreed to grant Japanese
investments with "national treatment". Student-led demonstrations against Japan cf. On the other hand, it was
more difficult to change popular opinion in the PRC than it was to change the opinions of the Chinese
officials. Beijing leaders reportedly judged at first that the industrialized countries would relatively quickly
resume normal business with the PRC after a brief period of complaint over the Tiananmen Square protests of
Japanese leaders like West European and U. Japan had been investing in the PRC during the early s, and trade
decreased during the late s, but resurged at the millennium. In early , Japan and the United States had issued a
joint statement which "encourages the peaceful resolution of issues concerning the Taiwan Strait through
dialogue". Subsequently, anti-Japanese demonstrations took place simultaneously in the PRC and other Asian
countries. In May , Hu Jintao was the first Chinese President in over a decade to be invited to Japan on an
official visit, and called for increased "co-operation" between the two countries. They announced that they
would align Japanâ€”China relations with the trends of international community and together forge a bright
future for the Asia-Pacific region and the world while deepening mutual understanding, building mutual trust,
and expanding mutually beneficial cooperation between their nations in an ongoing fashion into the future". At
the reception, he remarked on his "personal conviction regarding Japan-China relations": Rather, sound
competition and active cooperation will constitute a true "mutually beneficial relationship based on common
strategic interests. Although Japanese and Chinese policymakers claimed that "ice-breaking" and "ice-melting"
occurred in the bilateral relationship between and , however, none of the fundamental problems related to
history and disputed territory had been resolved, and so there was a virtual "ice-berg" under the surface.
American reporter Howard French states in Everything is about punishing Japan. Tensions have risen since
September , when the Japanese government purchased three of the islets from a private Japanese owner,
leading to widespread anti-Japan demonstrations in China. Ishihara is well known for his provocative
nationalist actions, and Noda feared that Ishihara would try to occupy the islands or otherwise use them to
provoke China. Trade relations deteriorated badly during the latter half of [41] and Chinese government
aircraft intruded into disputed airspace for the first time since China could not boycott Japan, let alone
precipitate an actual conflict, without stymieing the export-fueled economic miracle that underpins
Communist Party rule. Japan remains the largest source of foreign investment in China today. Japan has
threatened to shoot these down, which China has said would be an act of war. The incident occurred as China
was taking part in joint maritime exercises with Russia. China and Japan each accused the other of causing a
potentially dangerous situation. The airspace where the close encounter took place is claimed by both
countries as part of their "air defense identification zones.
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handle such a complex policy in the face of an increasing assertive China and an US alliance partner with strong
swings.

This paper was originally presented at an international conference on Asia-Pacific security, hosted by the
Tamkang School of Strategic Studies, Taiwan, in April It is reprinted here with the permission of the
organizers. Japan owes both its positive and negative legacy to its longstanding ties with China. Throughout
history, Japan has been influenced by Chinese civilization, importing a system of writing, a structure of
government, and ways to prepare food. Separated by the sea, Japan was able to maintain political
independence from powerful Chinese dynasties through the centuries. Japan had created a modern nation-state
by the late nineteenth century, while China became subject to colonization by European imperial powers. The
United States has played a unique role in both Japanese and Chinese history. The country pressured Japan to
open up its closed ports despite great reluctance after over years of a sakoku seclusion policy, and a rapidly
modernized Japan sought to join the ranks of imperial powers by attempting to colonize parts of China. China
occasionally voiced its acceptance of the Japan-US alliance in strategically calculated moves to counter the
Soviet Union or to secure its own economic development. Japanese leaders often note the importance of
keeping the Japan-US-China relationship an equidistant one. Japan and China in s and s: And while Japan
signed a separate peace treaty with the Republic of China in Taiwan, as recommended by the United States,
Japan did not restore diplomatic relation with the PRC until The majority of the Japanese public, though,
welcomed the normalization with the PRC. There were high expectations of the PRC, especially regarding
commercial interests, among Japanese political and business leaders. The friendship paradigm continued to
work and resulted in actual mutual cooperation in the s after the peace treaty between Japan and the PRC was
signed and came into force in Kazuko Mori points out that there were four background factors to the friendly
bilateral relations in the s. Second, US-China relations were good following normalization in January And
fourth, Japanese Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira launched a new phase of economic cooperation for the
Asia-Pacific region as a new strategy. This marked the start of over 3 trillion yen in concessionary loans to
China through In , China made a bold, strategic decision to accept foreign assistance from capitalist countries
in order to develop its economy, and Japan became the first capitalist country to become a donor of
development assistance to China. The LDP favored maintaining a close alliance with the United States and
securing business opportunities under a free market economy, whereas the JSP was sympathetic toward the
Communist bloc and maintained close ties with the Soviet Union and the PRC. In addition, US-China strategic
cooperation against the Soviet Union contributed to mitigating regional conflicts around Japan. As a result,
Japan could concentrate on its own territorial defense through close military cooperation with the United
States. In this context, Japan needed only to exercise its right of individual self-defense, rather than collective
self-defense. Under the friendship paradigm, the Japanese government maintained a large development
assistance program for China. Still, the Japanese government was one of the first to resume relations with
China after economic sanctions were imposed by Western democracies to protest human rights violations.
When Chinese President Jiang Zemin visited Japan in December , his strident demands for an apology for past
aggressions disappointed even those Japanese who believed in the importance of Japan-China relations. This
was a reflection of fatigue among the Japanese people after repeated expressions of remorse over the history
issues. The Japanese frustration was partly due to the prolonged economic slump after the collapse of the
economic bubble in , while China was enjoying an economic boom. The Japanese were also annoyed that
China actively persuaded many Asian and African countries to vote against a resolution to expand the number
of permanent members in the UN Security Council, submitted by Japan, Germany, India, and Brazil in July
Many of those Asian and African nations voting against the resolution had received financial aid from China.
This was quite shocking to the Japanese, as Japan had extended a total of around 6 trillion yen in development
assistance to China between and This was a period, though, when frustrations and anxieties regarding China
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were more emotional than based on a perception of actual economic or national security threats. The size of
the Chinese economy and the modernization of the Chinese military were not yet serious concerns for the
majority of the Japanese public. He pointed to four concerns: Thus the sheer size of the armed forces was felt
to be a threat for many Japanese nationals. Anxiety in Japan was reinforced by the opaque nature of the
allocations, such as the omission of procurement costs for expensive military equipment from the total military
budget. Kayahara concluded that public concerns about China were largely legitimate. This prompted Japan to
strengthen its alliance with the United States. Presumed Japan-US contingency cooperation was for
noncombat activities, such as relief for refugees, search and rescue, noncombat evacuation operations, or the
inspection of ships in support of UN economic sanctions. However, the guidelines could theoretically also be
applied to a contingency in the Taiwan Strait, and this worried China. Japan thus wound up sending a mixed
message to China. It was to reestablish the trust in the Japan-US alliance that was damaged following the rape
of a Japanese elementary schoolgirl by US military personnel in Okinawa. Security dialogue between Japan
and China, which had been agreed upon in the bilateral summit of , was frozen due to the Yasukuni
controversy. It was not resumed until five years later, when Defense Minister Shigeru Ishiba visited China in
Political relations with China became cold, but economic ties were still quite robust. Among the major
threatening factors listed were such new threats and situations as the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, ballistic missiles, and international terrorism. It added that the probability of a full-scale invasion
against Japan had declined. He showed restraint in his approach to the history issue, despite his conservative
views. Japan and China agreed to seek an acceptable resolution of issues related to the East China Sea and to
resume bilateral security dialogue and defense exchange. However, this was the start of a period of domestic
political turmoil in Japan, with prime ministers changing every year. Each administration had its own
diplomatic stance, and such incessant change in the political leadership eroded the mutual trust that had been
nurtured until then. It proposed the joint development of undersea gas fields in the East China Sea, and the two
countries agreed on a joint development plan in June Fukuda, though, resigned suddenly in August in the face
of a political gridlock. China retreated from the joint development agreement and starting drilling in the East
China Sea without first consulting Japan. Seeds of mistrust continued to be sown. His wavering stance on the
relocation of the Futenma base in Okinawa seriously damaged the Japan-US alliance. Hatoyama was keen to
improve relations with China and South Korea, though, and stated Japan would seek to ease its heavy
dependence on the United States. Almost immediately after Kan entered office, an accident occurred in which
a Chinese fishing boat collided into Japan Coast Guard patrol boats near the Senkaku Islands. Incentives for
the Kan administration to change the rules of the game are still not clear. It may have been a combination of
inexperience and a lack of informal communication channels with China, which LDP administrations had
maintained. Unfortunately, the minister supervising the Japan Coast Guard at the time was Seiji Maehara, who
had been criticized as an anti-China nationalist after stating that China was a threat to Japan in a speech to a
US think tank in Since the collision occurred during a transition period, Maehara remained in the cabinet as
Foreign Minister to negotiate with China. Kan was not deliberately choosing an anti-Chinese minister but
needed Maeharaâ€”who had restored trust with US security experts as foreign ministerâ€”to repair the
Japan-US alliance that was damaged during Hatoyama administration. This choice, though, may have
offended China. China demanded the immediate release of the detained captain, arrested four Japanese
businessmen stationed in China on suspicion of espionage activities and restricted exports of rare earth
metalsâ€”essential for the production high-tech electric devices by Japanese manufacturers. Even during the
height of the Yasukuni controversy in the Koizumi years, political differences did not spill over into economic
and business affairs. Anxiety over Chinese retaliatory tactics were further aggravated in September as
large-scale anti-Japanese demonstrations turned violent, leading to the destruction of Japanese cars, factories,
and stores. The demonstrations were triggered by the Japanese government purchase of three islands in the
Senkaku chain from a Japanese private owner. China had warned the Japanese government not to make the
purchase, since this could be regarded as an exercise of sovereignty. The timing could not have been worse.
The NSS also proposed that Japan proactively cooperate with Asian neighbors, such as by providing coast
guard ships as a form of capacity building assistance. This is a negative inheritance of the previous Yoshihiko
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Noda administration, during which time Japan became embroiled in territorial issues with China Senkaku and
South Korea Takeshima. Heightening tensions could undermine the legitimacy of the Japan-US alliance and
the stability of the Asia-Pacific region. Rather, his security policy is designed to incrementally enhance the
functionality of Japanese defense capacity. On February 4, , the prime minister hosted a meeting of an expert
panel on reconstructing the legal basis for national security. The recommendation to the prime minister came
from a panel of cool-headed defense experts, not emotional nationalists. There was no need to address
intrusions into its territorial waters by paramilitary vessels. A military invasion of Japan would be a clear case
of a contingency, when the Japanese government can legally order the SDF into action. Considering the
current situation surrounding the Senkaku Islands, though, Japan is more likely to face minor yet critical
challenges from nonmilitary or paramilitary vessels, which would not be considered armed attacks. This could
place the Japanese government in a dilemma. The SDF cannot use their full military capabilities without a
defense mobilization order from the government clearing the way for self-defense maneuvers. If the
government does issue such an order for an incident around the Senkakus, though, this could send the wrong
signal. Ordinary democracies, such as the United States and its European allies, do not have such a dilemma,
since predefined Rules of Engagement outline the actions to be taken by their military forces. Japan is
constricted by its deep remorse for past military aggressions and understands the sensitivity of its neighbors.
Even if the legal reforms are legitimate, many criticized why the prime minister needed to visit Yasukuni
Shrine, stirring up new controversy and worrying neighbors. I agree that the visit was ill-timed, but we live in
an imperfect world in which emotional nationalism can sometime become a source of political capital. This is
true not only in Japan, though, but also in China, South Korea, and even the United States, which saw an
upsurge of patriotic sentiment following the September 11 terrorist attacks. Despite the image encouraged by
China and South Korea, the Abe administration is marked more by realism than nationalism. The core
message of the proposal was the importance of restraining emotionalism and taking pragmatic steps to find
common ground with its neighbors. This school is also worried that the balance in conventional weapons
could tip in favor of the Chinese side, even in comparison to the combined air and naval capabilities of Japan
and the United States. Some members of the school raised doubts about the credibility of US extended
deterrence in the context of China and proposed that Japan pursue its own nuclear option. Although Japan
occasionally experienced diplomatic skirmishes with China in the s and s, the relationship had the ability to
get over them. China was not even among the choices offered except in the context of US-China relations The
Japanese did not assume that China itself was a security threat to Japan. Respondents choosing China also
gave their reasons why. The same poll asked the same questions to Chinese citizens, who saw the United State
as being the biggest threat According to the same poll in , The second turning point was after the fishing boat
collision near the Senkaku Islands.
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